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New technologies for monitoring and manipulating the nervous

system promise exciting biology but pose challenges for

analysis and computation. Solutions can be found in the form of

modern approaches to distributed computing, machine

learning, and interactive visualization. But embracing these

new technologies will require a cultural shift: away from

independent efforts and proprietary methods and toward an

open source and collaborative neuroscience.
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‘‘I am absolutely convinced that in a few decades, histor-

ians of science will describe the period we are in right now

as one of deep and significant transformations to the very

structure of science. And in that process, the rise of free

openly available tools plays a central role.’’

—Fernando Perez, creator of iPython [1].

Understanding the brain has always been a shared en-

deavor. But thus far, most efforts have remained individ-

uated: labs pursuing independent research goals, slowly

disseminating information via journal publications, and

when analyzing their data, repeatedly reinventing the

wheel.

New experimental technologies are forcing a paradigm

shift. Data sets are getting both larger and more complex.

Many labs have more data than they have time to analyze,

even for basic processing, let alone rich data exploration.

The scale and complexity of the problems we want to

tackle demands shared solutions.

Large-scale, high-resolution optical recordings of neural

activity present a particularly exciting and challenging

case study, and will be the focus of this essay. As encap-

sulated in an earlier review, the ‘‘operational principles of

a neural circuit must be deduced through analysis of its

structure and function’’ [2]. Crucial to this effort is

monitoring neural activity: at single-neuron resolution,

in large populations, across multiple brain areas, or even

the entire brain, during behavior.

Imaging methods – including two-photon laser scanning

microscopy[3], light-sheet imaging [4,5], and light-field

imaging [6,7] – monitor neural activity via protein sensors

that convert changes in neural state, like changes in Ca2+

concentration, into changes in fluorescence (the case of

two-photon imaging in head-fixed behaving mice is de-

scribed in detail in another review in this same issue,

Peron et al.).

The raw recorded data are time-varying images. Current-

ly, a two-photon imaging experiment monitoring a region

of mouse visual cortex can yield 512 � 512 � 4 pixel at

8 Hz, resulting in �60 GB per hour, while a whole-brain

light-sheet imaging experiment in a larval zebrafish can

yield 1000 � 2000 � 40 pixel at 2 Hz, resulting in

�1.2 TBs per hour. These numbers describe one record-

ing session from one animal, whereas most experiments

involve many of each. Improvements in the spatial extent

and temporal resolution of these technologies [8,9] will

only make these data sizes larger.

***

To understand the analytical challenges posed by imag-

ing data, it is worth first understanding the typical data

analysis steps. In its abstract form, this sequence shares

much in common with data analytics in many industry

settings (Figure 1).

Images must first be preprocessed by registering across

time to compensate for motion, the form of which may

differ across experimental preparations and imaging mo-

dalities. Typically, this is followed by some kind of

extraction of identified neuronal signals; for example:

segmentation through morphological analysis of image

structure [10�,11], activity-based identification and

demixing of correlated fluorescence patterns [12�,13�],
or some combination of the two [14]. Which methods are

most appropriate will depend on the model system,

resolution and sampling in both space and time, the

indicator of neural activity, and the area imaged. For

large data sets covering diverse morphological structures,
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voxel-wise analyses may provide a complementary alter-

native [4,15��]. In either case, temporal filtering is re-

quired to remove artifacts (e.g. trends), and

deconvolution can be used to try to identify spikes

[16]. Having identified neurons and their responses, we

want to understand them. This process is more explor-

atory, and can include relating neural responses to prop-

erties of the stimulus or behavior of an animal [17�],
identifying topological or low-dimensional structure in

the data [18], or inferring functional coupling [19].

The first challenge is that there is currently little agree-

ment as to how to solve these problems. Many existing

approaches are ad-hoc, especially for basic data proces-

sing. Analyses are often more focused on suiting the

needs of individual labs than the community, and algo-

rithmic sophistication is valued above ease of implemen-

tation—both unsurprising given the ordinary incentive

structures in academia. Little is available in the way of

vetting or benchmarking or standardization, partly due to

the lack of curated ‘‘ground-truth’’ data sets, in formats

that are easily accessible from modern, distributed com-

puting environments.

The second challenge is that all aspects of analysis must

scale to potentially massive data sets, but single worksta-

tion solutions designed for smaller datasets remain the

norm. To process raw data efficiently, we need to both

load the data and operate on it in parallel. Many opera-

tions are ‘‘embarrassingly parallel’’ – we apply the exact

same function to different portions of the data – but

require different strategies for splitting up the data (‘‘par-

titioning’’) depending on whether operations act locally in

time, space, or both. Distributing a complete sequence of

steps from data to result can quickly become complex.

Some algorithms are also more scalable than others. For

example, parallelizing an image registration algorithm

that applies an operation to the image at each time point

might be trivial, but parallelizing an algorithm that exam-

ines pairs of time points, and updates parameters after

examining each pair, might be a significant challenge.

Even for algorithms that scale well, complete processing

pipelines usually require multiple passes over the same

data—e.g. image filtering, registration, temporal filtering,

factorization etc. Especially when data do not fit in the

memory of a single machine, it becomes essential to

minimize unnecessary reloading, and to efficiently com-

bine sequences of operations.

After reducing a data set to, say, the time series of

hundreds or many thousands of neurons, scalability

remains a challenge, but in a different form. The data

can be loaded into the memory of one machine, but fitting

a complex model to every neuron becomes frustratingly

slow, and fitting network models with coupling across

neurons becomes intractable because they can create – in

the process of analysis – objects that no longer fit in

memory.

In approaching these challenges, we must balance the

need for standardization and scalability with the impor-

tance of flexibility and interactivity. Different stages of

analysis inform one another, with the results of one step

suggesting a change to another (indicated by the feedback

loops in Figure 1). It may prove beneficial to focus less on

particular algorithms, and more on the access patterns and

forms of useful distribution common to all algorithms,

yielding modular frameworks into which new algorithms

can be incorporated and compared.

Solving these challenges will not only require new tools,

but also a new culture. Most labs develop custom analysis

strategies, using proprietary tools like Matlab that are

poorly suited to collaborative development, inventing

creative algorithms but only applying them to data from

the lab in which they were developed, because they are

hard to reproduce, require complex configuration, and

barely run on single workstations.

Imagine, instead: fast open-source libraries for common

analyses, available to anyone and developed by all, with

intuitive, modular code bases supporting customization,

comparison, and benchmarking of pipelines and param-

eters, implemented in distributed systems that can run

in cloud computing environments, with web-based

interfaces for interactively exploring data and visualiz-

ing results. An exciting new ecosystem of open-source
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Most large-scale analytics, whether in industry or neuroscience,

involve common patterns. Raw data are massive in size. Often, they

are processed so as to extract signals of interest, which are then used

for statistical analysis, exploration, and visualization. But raw data can

be analyzed or visualized directly (top arrow). And the results of each

successive step informs how to perform the earlier ones (feedback

loops). Icons below highlight some of the technologies, discussed in

this essay, that are core to the modern large-scale analysis workflow.
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